Class & Semester : TYBSCIT semester V ATKT
Subject : SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Sr.No

Question

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Artificial Intelligence

The adjective “first-order” distinguishes first-order logic from
___________ in which there are predicates having predicates or
functions as arguments, or in which one or both of predicate
quantifiers or function quantifiers are permitted.

Representational Verification

Representational Adequacy

Higher Order Logic

A ________________ is some one who investigate a particular
domain, learns what concepts are important in that domain, and
creates a formal representation of the objects and relations in the
domain.

Mechanical engineering

Comunication engineering

Knowledge Engineering Technical engineering

3

_________ will enable the system to determine the significance of
each event and also to determine whether there is any predefined
response to that event.

Diagnostic tools

Resilience

Correlation engine

Built-in monitoring utilities

4

________ is dependent on the ability to prevent incidents and
problems by investing in reliable and maintainable infrastructure.

Review Meetings

Organizational Health

Customer Meetings

Operational Health

The IsErrorPage Tupils

1

2

Inferential Efficiency

Enterprise Java/Advanced Java
1

Which attribute specifies a JSP page that should process any
exceptions thrown but not caught in the current page?

The ErrorPage Attribute

The IsErrorPage Attribute

The ErrorPage Tupils

2

Which one is the correct order of phases in JSP life cycle?

Initialization, Cleanup, Compilation,
Execution

Initialization, Compilation,
Cleanup, Execution

Compilation,
Cleanup, Compilation, Initialization,
Initialization, Execution,
Execution
Cleanup

3

Container services are configured via_____________.

special configuration methods in Java
Access Beans

deployment descriptors and/or
annotations

resource property files

application server administration
configuration

Advanced Web Programming/ASP.Net with C#
1

Ternary operators are also called as ___________ operator

Logical

Conditional

Unary

Prefix

2

Which operator is an example of assignment operator

==

=

&&

@@

3

Multiple line comment entry is implemented by ________________ "//"

"/*…... */"

"/"

"*/…....../*"

4

querystring is ___________

related to client

light weight

related to HTML

Crowdfunding is the use
of small amounts of
capital from a small
number of individuals
to finance a new
business

Crowdfunding is the use of large
amounts of capital from a large
number of individuals to finance a
new business

Bot 2 Bot

Machine 2 Machine

Intercloud

Use of large amounts of capital from
a small number of individuals to
finance a new business

heavy weight

Internet of Things

Crowdfunding is the use of large
Crowdfunding is the use of small
amounts of capital from a small
amounts of capital from a large number
number of individuals to finance a
of individuals to finance a new business
new business

1

Explain crowd funding

2

The huge number of devices connected to the Internet of Things has
Skynet
to communicate automatically. What is this called?

3

Explain venture capital

Wealthy investors like to invest their
capital in start up business

Use of large amounts of capital
from a small number of
individuals to finance a new
business

Wealthy investors like
to invest their
capital in existing large
business

4

What is a actuator?

a device responsible for moving and
controlling a mechanism or system

the foundation of the digitized
world

a device that provides services to
anything that stores data customers through internet
connection.

Software Project Management

1

----------------- study is to determine the viability of the project.

Feasibility

Business

Activity

Project

2

--------------- Selecting the right people for the job.

Planning

Organising

Staffing

Controlling

3

----------------- risk refers to risk that can impact the quality of the
product produced.

product risk

internal risk

external risk

project risk

4

Return on Investment is

Average Quaterly Profit/Total
Investment *100

Average Monthly Profit/Total
Investment *100

Average Annual
Average Half Yearly Profit/Total
Profit/Total Investment
Investment *100
*100

